higher beam· intensities (2) .obtain max.ini.um amounts of reaction products (3) regulate the temperature of the liquid during bombardment and (4) sample both .the :·liquid and gas phase during the course of the· bombardment. The present paper describes a centrifugal pUiilp target assembly into .which are incorporated. these principles an:d -vrhich has been used for the s;tudy of the chemical effects .of high · energy particles on aqueous solutions. Because of the well knmvn influence of contaminants onthe radiation chelilistry of aqueous solutions, the assembly is so desi&,ined that those parts of the target ·system vJhich contact the liquid are the cyclotron beam into the irradiation 'eharnber. This foil, which may be of platinum, gold; tti_~gsten mica etc; is affixed in such a ma1111er that gasket material is not required at the glass-metal interface.
The glass target pump and it~l· operation are indicated schematically in Fig. 1 .
The solution to be irradiated is placed in a reservoir (A) .which is connected to the centrifugal pump through :a ground...:glas s joint. ·.This joint and all other
. ' . ' ground-glass connections including the stopcock (E) are lubricated with water.
As the pump shaft (C) is rotated, liquid is drawn up to fill the pump. chamber (B)
.,
and is returned to the storage vessel through the annular space at (D). Part i .
of the solution may be returned through the by-pass (E) which also serves as a vent for gas produced in the bombardment chamber. The cyclotron beam enters the solutio!! throug}f the foil (F) ·"'-}lich is retain~d by the bra?ket a:s~embl~ ( A diagram of the complete target assembly expanded is shown in Fig. 4 . The cyclotron beam enters the front plate (1) and is delimited by the water cooled aperture (2). ·The defined be.am then passes through a .one mil aluminum. foil (4) which is· retained in position by the plate (3) and the shutter assembly (~5a).
The aperture assembly is supported on the bracket (6) which clamps. the platinum target window (6b) to the glass pump (7). The rubber cushion (6a) is placed in front of the glass-metal interface. The bracket (6) is in turn fastened to the upright (9) which is an integral part of the target carriage.
The beam monitoring circuit is shown schematically in Fig. 5 . The front plate (1), the defining aperture (2) and the shutter assembly Experimental results which have been obtained using the target assembly described here will be reported elseHhere.
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